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BUMPS AND GRINDS: STDJIE-S IN BODY MOTION

by

W. G. Shockley*

Introduction

1. About four years ago, when the Waterways Experiment Station (WES)

made its first tentative steps toward the development of a quantitative

cross-country mobility prediction system for vehicles, a series of cross-

a country speed tests was conducted at the Yuma Test Station in the American

desert. Among other things, these tests revealed that small-scale surface

geometry features were among the most important, if not the most important,

of the terrain attributes controlling the cross-country speed of military

vehicles. It was found that the vehicles rarely attained the speed permitted

by the atrength of the surface they were crossing; instead, they were continually

either accelerating away from a surface geometry feature or decelerating in

preparation for encountering one. It was obvious from the tests that one of

the most critical vehicle characteristics was "ride" quality; that is, the
dynamic response of the machine to a vertical obstacle (i.e. a surface feature

which results in vehicle motion 4n the vertical plane as the vehicle surmounts
it)

2. As a result of this experience, the WES began an investigation of

the state of the art with respect to ride dynamics, since it was quite obvious

that any satisfactory ma t.:"tical model of terrain-vehicle relations would

have to include the suspension L'laracteristics of the vehicle. Our investiga-

tions revealed that the automotive industry and such laboratories as the rand

Locomotion laboratory had been working on the general problem for some time,

and that they had made great strides in both the measurement and evaluation

of ride quality. The approach taken by these organizations was that "ride"

quality was a function of a spectrum of vibrations (i.e. small amplitude but

relatively high frequency cyclic motion), and therefore the analytical approach

was to treat both terrain input and dynamic vehicle response in terms of wave

motion. The most useful device was to reduce both terrain characteristics and
vehicle response to power spectral density (PSD) relations, and then correlate

the two statements by involving a jury.

* Engineer, Chief, Mobility and Environmental Division, U. S. Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.
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3. When we examined this problem in the light of our experiences

in cross-country mobility, a school of thought arose which questioned

whether this approach could provide an adequate evaluation of cross-

country vehicles. Experience seemed to indicate that speed was limited

by the magnitudes of the bumps which were generated as the vehiclea

surmounted discrete vertical obstacles, rather than by the cumulative

"grind of vibration. One of the mathematicians working on related matters

(Dr. James Dugundji, University of Southern California) insisted that no

form of vibrational analysis would elucidate the cause-effect relations

when a vehicle hits a bump. He found a substantial body of support at
the WES, and as a result we are currently favored by at least three

schools of thought on this question.

4. The first school is convinced that vibrational analysis is an

adequate approach, because it is held that the response of a vehicle to

a discrete vertical obstacle is simply a high-frequency, low-amplitude

vibration, and is therefore susceptible of treatment by PSD analysis.

The second school insists that design improvement in suspension systems

is dependent upon the ability to follow the force systems through the

individual vehicle components, and that therefore one needs a form of

analysis based on fundamental force systems. That is, one must be able

to predict what a unique surface feature will produce in the way of

vehicle response. The third school straddles the fence; it argues that

the PSD analysis is entirely adequate for small-amplitude surface irregu-

larities, but that the discrete prediction scheme will have to be used

for large obstacles.

5. The question between bumps and grinds coula not be resolved by

debate, so it was decided to investigate the potentiality of both. The
internal capabilities at the WES were inadequate to the .task, so the
problem was turned over to two contractors: the FMC Corporation is

investigating the "bump" approach; the Chrysler Corporation is extending

its previous work on the "grind" approach.

... Rs: The FM.C Corporation Study of Ride Dynamics

6. The point of departure for this study was the desire to develop

a completely objective method of predicting the absolute displacements
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generated at any position in a vehicle as a response to an encounter

with any surface geometry feature at any speed. The implications of

this are:

a. That an accurate mathematical model of the surface be

employed as terrain input.
b. That the mathematical model of the vehicle be a component-

by-component construction, so that information on displacement can be
recovered at any point.

7. Any attempt to mathematically model a terrain for the purpose

of predicting vehicle dynamic response raises two questions:
a. Can the model be made to fit the real terrain within

acceptable limits of accuracy?

b. Will the analytically predicted response of the vehicle

traversing this terrain agree within acceptable limits of accuracy to

reality?

8. Because there existed no prior data on the degree of fit required

by item a in paragraph 7, it was decided to model the surface geometry

by fitting a Fourier series to it. The advantage is simply that the
accuracy of fit is a function of the number of terms in the Fourier

series; greater or lesser deGrees of fit can be achieved by adding or

subtracting terms from the Fourier expression. Therefore, a Fourier

series was used having the general form:

2 FI+ sin Y-y +cai (a)

i1l

where: X = microgeometry evaluation at horizontal displacement y

ao= twice the average value of X

bi= sine coefficient for the i term

ai= phase angle for the i term

i - series term number

p = fundamental period length

n = total number of terms in series



This sine-phase angle form was preferred over the sine-cosine form

because computer time was saved in evaluating the trigonometric func-

tions. A pure sine or cosine series could not be used since both odd

and even functions were components of the overall curve fit. This

property was introduced because a method for extending the profile

had to be employed; the Fourier series describes a cyclic function

extending from + - to - , while the surface geometry profile is of

finite length. The method chosen was to repeat the given profile

indefinitely, so that:

f(y + np) = f(y) (2)

as illustrated in fig. 1.

9. It was also necessary to make the start and end of the profile

at the same level, f(np) = t(O), so that an abrupt change would not

occur at the end of one cycle and the start of another. This level was

selected at zero, f(np) = 0, so that the initial conditions of a vehicle t
traversing the terrain could all be set equal to zero.

10. The digital computer program for evaluating the Fourier series

terms to fit this microrelief is presented in Appendix A. This program

was designed to accept surface geometry profile data as they come in

from the field. It had been found that the surveying method which was

most conservative of time and effort was to locate, in terms of distance

and elevation, each "break" in slope. On curved surfaces, many such

points would be selected; on planar surfaces, the points would be far

apart. Thus, the surveying results consist essentially of a series of

irregularly spaced x-y coordinates. The existing program accepts these

sets of coordinates locating the points of discontinuity and calculates

linear functions between them. These linear functions are used as the

f(y) for the Fourier integrations. Up to 100 coordinate sets may be

specified. The program output consists of the constant ao, the sine

coefficients bi, and the phase angles ai where i is the series term

number. The total number of terms may be any number desired up to 52.

Calculated amplitudes are compared with the input coordinates and the

error of fit is included in the output.

I'I
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11. As a test of the program, a simple s-.rface geometry feature

(fig. 2) was used to check the program. A 4 0-term Fourier series fit

the bump profile with a maximum error of 1.5% (i.e. the maximum depar-

ture of the computed profile from the real profile was 1.5% of the total

height of the real obstacle). In addition, a number of surface geometry

configurations extracted from Appendix E of WES Technical Report 5-625 *

were fitted with a 52-term Fourier series. The maximum fit error for each

microgeometry feature was:
Illustrated on

Percent .fig. No.
Site 152: Rice-field bund, A 1.68 3

Rice-fteld bund, B 1.46

Field prepared for
unidentified row crop 2.66 4

Field surface fallow
after ride 6.614

Site 193: Rice-field bund 2.45
Site 215: Canalized water channel 8.19 5
Site 451: Stream channel 6.02 6
-Site 532: Boulder-strewn slope, A 4.57

Boulder-strewn slope, B 2.07 7
Site 924: Terraced rice field, A 2.25

Terraced rice field, B 4.7O

These profiles were plotted by scaling the plates in TR 5-625. The
terrain heights listed under "input" are the scaled values; the "output"
heights are the corresponding values of the Fourier-series curve. A
comparison of these two height columns indicate the absolute fit achieved.
The accuracy of fit was considered satisfactory for all profiles.

12. The next step in the process was to develop a three-dimensional
mathematical model of a vehicle (an M37 3/ 4 -ton truck was used as an
example) and test it using the Fourier expression as the surface geometry

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, CE, Environmental
Factors Affecting Ground MobilitY in Thailanri, Technical Report
No. 5-625 with Appendices A-H (Vicksburg, Mississippi, May 1963)
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input. The truck body was allowed three degrees of freedom (bounce,

pitch, an-1 roll) and was supported by four spring-damper combinations

represe.i ..- 6 the suspension. The suspension was supported by a differ-

ei..ial assembly front and rear, each having t-.. degrees of freedom

(bounce and roll). The differential assemblies were supported by

spring-dampe :ombinations representiaý the tires. This model with the
necessary symbols is s 1 own in fig. 8. Equations for input parameters

(tire deflections and deflection rates, and suspension deflections and

:,'r,,,ction rates) are given in table 1. The model requires seven simul-

tane. s ý,_cond-order ordinary di.fferential equations with first deriva.-

i' .. '• ,se equation- are given in table 2.

"A preliminary computer program was developed to solve the seven

differential equations of rotion. This initial program placed no restraint

cn suspension deflection and assumed that the tires remain in contact with

the ground. These conditions are probably realistic for slow travel and

smal.: responses. A Fourier series description of the surface geometry is

used for the displacement forcing functica with the option of different

time lags for each wheel to simulate the traversing of the terrain at an

angle to the ridge lines, thereby inducing a roll motion I. the response.

The program output consists of the displacement, velocity, and accelera-

tic.. of the truck body in bounce, pitch, and roll. Figs. 9 through l4

illustrate the predictions of bounce and pitch displacements, velocities,

and accelerations. The response curves derived from tt" standard two-

dimensional, single-mass mathematical model which had previously been

used are included for comparison.

1i. The next logical step consists of two parts:

a. Refine the three-dimensional model to take care of such

things as wheels leaving the ground, the suspension system "bottoming

out," and the nonlinear deflections and recoveries of suspenision system

elements; and

b. Test the model against real performance values obtained in

the field.

15. Both of these phases have been completed. The model is now

about as elegant as it is practical to make it at the present time; it

6



already needs a computer of rather phenomenal capacity. A diagrammatic

mathematical model of a generalized wheeled vehicle (only very slight

modifications are required +o accomnodate tracks) is illustrated in

fig. 15. Furthermore, the model was altered to include such things as:
.. Variable rol!l32g radii, as illustrated in fig. 16

b. Horizontal ant vertica! force reactions at the wheel ground

contact pointi (fig. 16)

c. Wheel bounce, so that it loses contact with the surface

(fig. 17)
d. Nonlinear and/or discontinuous suspension spring constants,

to take into account the s:tuations in which the vehicle "bottoms out"
(fig. 317)

e. Nonlinear and discontinucus responses of shock absorbers

(fig. 18)
f. Variable horizontal speed.

The new equations describing body bounce, body pitch, and body roll are

presented in table 3. This new model wvs then "run" over two of the

terrain types previously used for evaluating the simplified model (figs. 1

and 7) and the predicted motions (i.e. roll, pitch, bounce, and horizontal

speed) recorded.

16. Next, models of these terrain featur~s were constructed

of reinforced concrete, in two different versions. The first was so

arranged that the obstacles were encountered at right angles to the axis

of motion (fig. 19), and the second version was so arranged that the

angle of iopact was 600 (fig. 20).

17. The test vehicle, an M37,3/4-ton 4x4 truck, was disassembled
and all of the required parameters were measured in the laboratory, to

make certain that the vehicle descriptors were correct. The vehicle was

then put back together, appropriately instrumented, and ru-. through the

courses under extremely carefully controlled conditions, with the motions

being recorded continuously by two different recording schemes. One

employed vehicle-mounted accelerometers; the other used continuous high-

speed photography.
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18. The results are still being analyzedg but it is obvious even

at the present time that the predicted responses and measured responses

fit with remarkable fidelity. The maximum error is about 8%, well within

the 10% error which had been accepted as tolerable. Fig. 21 illustrates

a portion of one of the response curves.

19. If it be accepted that the mathematical model truly predicts

dynamic vehicle responses within an acceptable level of accuracy, then

it is clear that a powerful tool for assisting in the design of cross-

country vehicles Is in hand. It is anticipated, for example, that a

designer will be able to vary response characteristics or other vehicle

parameters one at a time, and evaluate the results on the machine as a

whole. It seems obvious that design solutions very close to optimum

could be achieved relatively quickly and cheaply by this method.

Grinds: The Chrysler Corporation Investigations of Ride Dynamics

Introduction

20. Up to this point the WES activities concerned with the effects

of singular vertical obstacles which cause a transient response of the

vehicle system have been described. In this case, vehicle speed is

primarily limited by the operator's anticipation of the "bump" which will

result when his vehicle strikes the obstacle.

21. In addition to these studies, WES has conducted as part of the

Mobility Environmental Research Study (MERS) being conducted for

Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) a study which is intended to

elucidate the relations between terrain roughness and vehicle vibration.

This study h~s been accomplished under contract by Defense Engineering,

Chrysler Corporation, with Mr. B. D. Van Deusen as the principal investi-

gator. The criterion for vehicle evaluation is that of human response to

vehicle vibration; hence the "grinds." In this case, it is assumed that

the vehicle operator will vary speed until the vibration of the vehicle

(i.e. the "ride") is tolerable or acceptable. Factors which may determine

sustainable speed include the ability of the operator to control the

vehi'le, human tolerance to vibration, and damage to or destruction of

the vehicle or cargo.

8



22. The purpose of the Chrysler Corporation vehicle ride dynamics

study was to assess the adequacy of present analytical systems for pre-

dicting the ride performance of military vehicles operating cross-country

over irregular surface profiles at speeds up to 25 mph, and to establish

a•.eas that need further development to effect good correlation between

the-analytical prediction and actual vehicle behavior. The study was

basically a state-f.r-the-art determination of analytical systems appli-

cable to the problem of vehicle ride dynamics. As statee earlier, the

study was not concerned with shock or impact aspects of vehicle dynamics

caused by singular vertical obstacles but with the more or less steady-

state vehicle vibration, the subjective quality of which is termed "ride"

in the literature. A limited amount of effort was expended in ?ield

experimentation to develop new or improve existing analytical systems

from state-of-the-art knowledge.

23. A review of pertinent literature indicated that some qualitative

criteria have been developed which will allow approximate measurements

of vehicle ride. However, it vis recognized that a definite need exists

for quantitative analytical prucedures which would permit designers to

predict ride performance of a vehicle over a given irregular surface, as

a function of vehicle speed. A minimum of three elements of the problem

must be attacked in order to obtain numerical descriptors as ridd indices

for vehivle comparison. First, it is necessary to quantify the subjective

reactions of humans in order to obtain a meaningful scale describing ride

quality. Second, mathematical models of terrain-vehicle interaction must

be developed, so that the vibration response within the vehicle can be

associated with a parti-ular terrain input. Third, a practical method

of obtaining and analyzing terrain profiles must be developed. When

these elements of the problem have been resolved, it will be possible to

make design decisions from computer model studies, since it will be

possible to evaluate the effect of tradeoffs between ride and other

vj'hicle design considerations such as cost, weight, complexity, and

rcliability,

9



11tuman response to vehicle vibration

24. One criterion of interest for vehicle evaluation is that of

Siuman response to vibration. Thus, criteria for defining human response

are necessary in order to determine the nature of the output of terrain-

vehicle models. It is obvious that the form of the output will to some

extent determine the form of the model which is used. This, in turn, will

determine to some extent the form of the terrain measurements used

as inpIuts to the model.

25. A number of previous research programs have attempted to define

human response to vibration. In most of these programs, ride simulators

with sinusoidal inputs have been used and attempts made to correlate

comfort with frequency. While this information does not directly pertain

to the type of vibration associated with most cross-country vehicles, a

good deal of background can be obtained from study of the literature de-

scribing these experiments. Three problems exist in the interpretation

of experiments with ride simulators using sinusoidal inputs in the light

of the present objective:

a. The determination of the relationship (if any) between

sinusoidal inputs and random vibraticn, such as that excited by terrain

irregularities. It is suspected that a sine wave of a single frequency

is more objectionable to the human than a random input having the same

vibratory energy.

b. Most shake table experiments have involved vibration in a

single plane. It is strongly suspected that vibration Imposed simul-

taneously in more than one mode will not be,equivalfnt to the sum of

responses to each mode individually.

c. The criteria used for determining equacomfort levels in

most shake table experiments are vague and subj.•ctive. The usual de-

scriptive terms are mildly annoying, alarming, unpleasant, intolerable,

etc. It is difficult to interpret vehicle vibrational activity in terms

of these subjective criteria, since different people respond in sub-

stantially different ways. It is suggested that a numerical scale of

some form is necessary to determine meaningful differences between

vibrational levels.

10



26. Fig. 22 shows a composite of eight different ride simulator

results for vibration tolerance. There are three conclusions that can

be drawn from this graph:

a. There is a large discrepancy in discomfort level, which is

attributed to the vague subjective criteria used. Interpretation of

these results has been confounded by the large variety of experimental

conditions used by the various investigators.

b. A plot of acceleration versus frequency at a given comfort

level is relatively flat. It seems probable that the derivative of

interest is the acceleration and not the displacement, velocity, or jerk

(time rate change of acceleration).

c. There is an area between 5 and 7 cps where the human is more

sensitive to vibration. This sensitivity is attributed to visceral

resonance or resonance of the abdominal cavity. Vibration in this fre-

quency range is quite disturbing, and the visceral resonance range is

easily distinguishable in a ride simulator which is driven slowly through
this frequency range.

27. In order to determine the feasibility of measuring magnitudes

of accelerations in such a way that they could be correlated with sub-

jective judgments of ride quality, five people were driven over 21

separate paved roads and unimproved trails at the Chrysler Chelsea

Proving Grounds in two different wheeled vehicles (M37, 4x4 3/4-ton

truck, and the XM410, 8x8 2-1/2-ton truck). Judgments of the ride

quality were obtained from each person for each road section in each

vehicle. Time recordings of the vibratory accelerations along three

perpendicular axes were obtained at the seat for each vehicle for each

road section. These acceleration traces were recorded on magnetic tape

and converted with an analog computer into statistical quantities suitable

for analysis. The subjective judgments were compared with the physical

quantities derived from the acceleration recordings. This correlation

constituted the major objective of this investigation and was performed

with a digital computer.

11|



28. Table A is a summary of some of the correlation coefficients

from this study.

Table A

Correlation Coefficients Between Ride and RMS Acceleration

Both
Criterion M37 D1410 Vehicles

Vertical .683 .830 .774
Dieckmann Transverse .803 .849 .426

Fore & Aft .579 .887 .619

Verticsi .1483 .895 J787
Van Deusen Transverse .377 .817 .447

Fore & Aft .393 .880 .640o

29. Table A shows correlation coefficients between ride and root

mean square (rms) acceleration. Two different criteria are compared in

this table. The Dieckmann criterion emphasized low frequencies and the

Van Deusen criterion emphasized the area associated with the visceral
resonance. The largest correlation coefficient found in this study was
.895 for the XM410 using the Van Deusen criterion. There is a consider-

able difference between the correlation found in the M37 vehicle and the

XM4l0 vehicle. The frequency distribution is determined by the vehicle

configuration, i.e. the road or terrain input has no predominant frequency

components and, therefore, the natural resonance frequencies of the

vehicle determine the frequency content of the vibration. This is probably I
the reason for the rather large difference in correlation coefficients for

the two vehicles. It is suggested that a single number (properly filtered

rms acceleration) derived from actual acceleration measurements may be a

meaningful ride index for a given vehicle, but to compare ride for a

number of vehicle configurations, it is necessary to have more than one

number to characterize the vibration.

30. Conclusions reached from the review of the -tate of the art
and the feasibility stuCly are as follows:

a. It is clear t at the problem of correlating acceleration

values with subjective ride sensation is an extremely difficult one.

The feasibility study however indicated that rms acceleration can be

correlated with subjective response of a ride jury.

12
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b. No single number obtained by averaging the entire frequency

spectrum provides* an adequate description of ride. This is due to the

number of different sensing mechanisms involved in the ride evaluation and

to the fact that these sensing mechanisms are frequency dependent; they

thus 'color" the judgment of ride quality. A correlation of the square

of the acceleration in each of the basic low frequency bands with subjec-

tive response should give meaningful ride criteria and determine the

relations between acceleration variance and ride sensation.

c. It has also been concluded that human response can be pre-

dicted from acceleration variance as a function of frequency for steady

state vibration excited by stable ground roughness.

Theoretical dynamic aspects of vehicle systems

31. The theoretical dynamics aspects of the problem are concerned

with the verification and development of mathematical models of the

vibrational response of vehicles. Although the modeling methods are

well established, considerable work is required before acceptable agree-

ment can be achieved between actual and predicted results.

32. The problem of defining representative models for vehicle

systems has been studied by many investigators for many years. Most of

the publications in this area pertain to model design to answer specific

problems. The literature can be divided into two different categories:

a. Attempts to subject models to artificial inputs and to

validate the resulting predictio: )y constructing a similar input for

the vehicle.

b. Attempts to define the inputs statistically and analyze the

behavior of these models.

33. Most of the early analyses pertain to deterministic inputs,

such as step functions or sine waves, and describe the response of a

vehicle system to these inputs. The method of analysis used is either

an analog computer simulation of the system or an analysis in the fre-

quency domain using transfer functions calcvlated for the linear vehicle

aystem. While deterministic inputs have yielded direct computer response

time traces, there is in the literature no available information on

statistical outputs calculted for cross-country military vehicles. A

13



number of airplane structures have been analyzed statistically and

the methods employed are of general interest in this study. Two problems

exist in the interpretation of previous experiments in the present context.

a. Only linear systems have been used as models for the sta-

tistical methods of analysis. Some nonlinearities in the vehicle dynamic

systems are pertinent to the analysis and must be included.

b. All vehicle models reported in the literature include only

a vertical input. It is noted from vibration recordings in an actual

vehicle that the fore and aft vibration can be equal to, and in some

cases larger than, the vertical vibration.

34. The previous methods of computer modeling have been extended

to allow direct interpretation in terms of random vibration. This

extension is primarily one of defining the input and interpreting the

output. The models used are similar to those in the literature. Two

different methods of modeling were used in different portions of the

,study. The first is a time domain analysis which will allow a direct

prediction of the output power spectra] density, and, if necessary cross

spectral densities, for a nonlinear system. The second is a digital

computer program which produces the same results for a more detailed, but

linear, system with the computation performed in the frequency domain.

35. A feasibility study of a linear vehicle model of the M37

vehicle was chosen for analysis using both of the techniques described.

Fig. 23 shows a measured power spectral density for the M37 vehicle in

cross-country operation. Fig. 24 shows the output acceleration power

spectral density predicted using the frequency domain approach, with a

constant-level velocity input. Fig. 25 shows the output power spectral

density, calculated from the time domain approach, for the same system

with only one rear wheel excited. These three curves indicate that the

two predictions of the computer model output have essentiallv three peaks.

The lowest peak is due to the bounce motion of the vehicle, and the second

peak is due to the combination of the pitch and roll motions of the vehicle.

The third peak at approximately 7.5 cps is a combination of all wheel hop

motions of the vehicle, i.e. the bounce and roll motions of both axle

assemblies. These same peaks can be seen in fig. 23 together with some

secondary peaks which inight be attributed to second harmonics resulting

I 'i r~l I'lrl~lp , , , I ',,1.



from nonlinearities in the system. Comparison of these graphs sho~s

that the frequency of the peaks and the ratio of amplitude compare

quite well for the two different computer model analyses and for the

measured vehicle respn.3e.

36. The conclusions made on the basis of the literature review,

the development of the modeling techniques, and the example of the use

of these techniques are as follow:

a. Although the model may have been oversimplified for the

analysis used in the example, it definitely shows the feasibility of

using these modeling techniques for analysis of vehicle vibration and

prediction of power spectral density for interpretation using subjective

criteria.

b. The time domain approach is valid for comparison of general
vehicle ccnfigurations. Thus, by treating the vehicle body as a rigid
mass and analyzing only the general suspension system configuration, we

can study the differences between major vehicle configurations. The

frequency range of interest is approximately that from 0.5 to 10 cps

(i.e. to a frequency above wheel hop resonance). While this type of

analysis is most general from the standpoint of including nonlinearities,

etc., it is limited in degrees of freedom from the standpoint of avail-

able analog computing facilities in most installations, and digital

solution of the nonlinear equations ini the time domain is difficult and

time consuming when the system becomes veir large.

c. The digital computer approach for analysis in the frequency

domain can be used specifically for areas of'vehicle design where more

detail is needed in the model. While the .del must be linear, it is

useful for determining the significance of attachment points of various

suspension elements, suspension geometry considerations, etc. The fre-

quency range of interest is from approximately 0.5 to 25 cps and this model

will, in general, include the power plant assembly, the seat on its mount-

ing system, the fundamental bending and torsional modes of the vehicle

frame structure, and detail of the suspension systems. This type of

model can be easily incorporated on many existing digital computers.
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d. No solution has been offered to the fore and aft input to

the wheel, and it is 3trongly urged that development be initiated to

define a pertinent input of this nature. It is not difficult to include

the pertinent degrees of freedom in the computer models once the input

is defined.

Terrain measurements

37. The theoretical dynamics aspect of this study defines the

measurement of terrain profile necessary for analysis of vehicle systems.

For the frequency domain approach, it was found that the power spectral

density of the profile between each pair of wheels was necessary as an

input. In the time domain, a continuous time trace of the profile is

necessary; and, in reality, it should be two time traces separated (in

measurement) by the tread width of the vehicle. To accomplish these

measurements, a brief review of the characteristics of the measuring

devices available was made. It appears from the above criteria that

each profile should be measured as a continuous analog function and

recorded separately on two tracks of a tape recorder, which would allow

simultaneous playback of both signals. The power spectral density and

cross spectral density statistics can be used as inputs for the frequency

domain portion of this analysis and will permit a convenient methoý. of

comparing different terrain profiles in a statistical sense. For the

time domain program, including nonlinearities, it is necessary to use

the actual terrain profile.

38. A survey of the existing devices to measure terrain geometry

was made. The methods identified in the literature can be divided into

three general categories: (a) profilometers; (b) roughmeters; and

(c) rod and transit. The first two are automatic mechanical-electrical

devices, whereas the last device is manually operated.

a. Profilometers provide continuous graphic profiles using

a moving average reference plane formed by the wheels of the vehicle

carrying the profilometer. The measui..ment is between this plane and

a single profile measuring wheel. The geometry of the road wrheel pre-

cludes measurement of frequencies below a certain vavelength.
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b. Roughmeters are similar to the profilometer except that the

continuous graphic profile is obtained from a wheel assembly which acts

as a seismic device. By measuring the difference in displacement between

the bed of the carrying device and the wheel assembly forming the seismic

device, it is possible to record continuously the terrain profile.

c. Rod and transit method employs conventional surveying tech-

niques. While slow, tedious, and expensive, it is the only method for

achieving the necessary level of accuracy for defining terrain profiles.

39. It has been concluded on the basis of this study that the only

presently available method of obtaining accurate terrain profile data

suitable for analysis uf vehicle systems is the slow and expensive rod

and transit method. It is suggested that a device acceptable for measuring

terrain profiles automatically should be capable of measuring ground wave-

lengths between 0.011 and 2.73 cycles per foot as a continuous analog

recording of two tracks.

Conclusions

40. As might have been expected, the two approaches to the problem

of describing and defining the dynamic response characteristics have not

led to a clear judgment of the superiority of one over the other. They

have, however, forced the schools of thought to shift their ground slightly.

The FMC approach, which traces force and motion in real time through the

vehicle suspension system, has been demonstrated to be a useful design

tool. In fact, the FMIC Corporation is currently using it to design the

suspension system of its new armored personnel carrier, and it appears

safe to predict that the new machine will be a hubstantial improvement

over the M113. The force-motion system does not, of course, yield a

description of ride which can be readily correlated with human response.

For this, the Chrysler Corporation statistical system appears to be the

only solution in sight.

41. Thus, it appeers that the dual approach has revealed, among

other things, that there are two separate and distinct problems instead

of one as had been previously assumed. One problem is to define force

and motion in a suspension system in such a way that the relations can

be used to improve the design of suspension systems. This the FMC

17



Corporation mathematical model appears to do. The other problem is to

describe motion in objective terms in such a way that the mathematically

derived terms correlate directly with human response. While a satis-

factory solution to this problem, has not yet been achieved, it appears

that the Chrysler Corporation statistical procedure will'be suitable

for this purpose.
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S .. [Table 1

Deflections and Deflection Rates Used in Vehicle Model

TIRE DEFLECTIONS: SUSPENSION DEFLECTIONS:

TIRE DEFLECTION RATES: SUSPENSION DEFLECTION RATES:

"A "- "A lf Y• ±+)(I?. OIL
s, (- Yx, It- Olt +, A .,.a,.+ A -+ X

+ 0

94aXX- X '1,4-0",&4 + 2,• -• .. , . '',- ,- ...O+

TIR DELCTO RAES SUPNSO DELCTO .R •TES,
*~u X4 04H 8 + Y. )(14O

6a

4u, .XK4- X,- j01-4 &4u-x -.1!£.r- +X 1,+ 0.4



r7 Table 2
Equations of Motion for 4-Wheel Vehicle

BODY BOUNCE EQUATION:

(-K,'Kz) Xitz4&C,-Ct) 12 (-KiK 4)XS4+(-CS-C 4) K 4

* I~*44r]G r]

BODY PITCH EQUATION:

(K,-Kz)A K,1;Xi +(- C. -C,) + ~ (Ks 4K4)ilir X S~4

+(C-.+ C+ 14 Y*cL)Ai Ol + (C 3j.Cz)Aix ]

+ (..-Kt*K4MrLQ;)Z+( K C,' 4)(Lr) L~O*.
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Table 2 (con.)

BODY ROLL EQUATION:

(S+ C4(C CLr) 1 +(-C4 t L(r 4KKK(~)(vK~~i

iil

FRONT DIFFERENTIAL BOUNCE EQUATION:

KK1 XXK, 4CCXIKKtiZ~XXt4CCjL AI(-KK1-KKI- KI- KL)XIL

4(rCC,-CCt- Ci-C2) X ~- IL~t4[(-KKi +KK0 (KjK1 4f i

tj;Cs+CCt)T+4&Ce4Ci~j +(KK CC)K

FRONT DIFFERENTIAL ROLL EQUATION:

K,..KX,1x+ CC,1) j K K-.KKI1X -CCt-l(

* KK, -KKt (-)t4. j (,K2') (7)J~1  ]OltC~'~ L+
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Table 2 (con.)

REAR DIFFERENTIAL BOUNCE EtJUATION:

KKSXXS * CCKXX5 KK4XX4 +'CC4Xi4 +(-KY,%.KK 4-Kl-K 4) Xl.

C C*-cc,.c4-C%-C 4) X%4 1.- Y,4 (KS+

REAR DIFFERENTIAL ROLL EQUATION:

-KK4K . CC~ S +K 4KK4 X 4 +CC4 .XKX4

+ [(KKj-KK4)1.(KS-K 4)4 ASL 4+ [(ccj-CC4)1+(CS-C4A~L1X34
KKSj-K4 +(K- s r\-](iS4 ) 03

4ýT) (Kb-4); 34r

+ (K s+ 4.)( Lr)l Y+(cvi+C4)(4)Tl so
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Table 3

SODY BoUNCe

*-,ki I ;-1 ;H.,4 jg

+ OiC e

J.l oi jsLfiiJ'L-2L AL *

i ; tI i'mi' ju j .1

•ooy PITCH

H 2iL 21 " Z ia

t •',=- ,ki" J pM

ci

Lai j2i-I jI- jut .

4 21 0

jai.
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Table 3 (con.)

2E 2L DIPR4TASYC

2LL

8 21

+ 1< R(;tjcji

+x ;X cc Xt.
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Table 3 (con.)

ni 7W )/FE'RcWTIAL ROLL

292 2 a

kj,#j + .+ xi,. ekij2+k2 j)j

kHj +t kt k

(C; -fj+CiLj 0

2L 2
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"THREE OIMEIJr11ONAL MATHEMATICAL MOUEI. OF M11 TYPE TRUCK

"FWD xxt

L- --. 3,,

1 i"i--t KKw

RIGHT SIDE VIEW ýXx--

STATIC POSITION OF THE BODY C.G.

K, _ C4 W) KI • CS ZrA1r0
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Fig. 8. Diagrammatic representation of three-dimensional
mathematical model
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Appendix A

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER PROGRAM ABSTRACT

TITLE OF PROGRAM JPROGRAM NO.

Fourier Series Curve Fit for Unequally Spaced Points I 04-G1-ZO-007
PREPARING AG9NCY

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.
AUTHONiST DATE PROGRAM COMPL•TEO STATUS OF PROGRAM

PHAlls' $TA .K

J. F. Smith March 1965 MOD OP
A. PURPOSE OF PROGRAM .

To compute the amplitude coefficients, ci, and the phase angles, O', for N
terms ol a Fourier Series to fit a set of M equally or unequally spaced
points with linear interpolation between points. The output is used in an
equation of the form N

a 0211±
ft) -W + c sin - t + )01I

6. PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS
The program will accept up to a maximum of 100 coordinate pairs as input and
it will compute up to 52 terms In the Fourier Series. A control card cont&ans
the number of coordinate pairs, the number of series terms, and flags to
obtain output options.

The program is written in FORTRAN-Il and uses 184110 words of storage
excluding subroutines. 1 ...

C. METHODS

The Euler formulas are computed using linear Interpolation between points to
obtain the ai and bi coefficients. Then we have

ci = (a + bi 2 )

and vi . tan-I ai

where I = 1, 2, ... , N. V

(See reference for derivation of this equation)
0. EQUIPMENT DETAILS

GE 225 computer, 8K memory, card reader, punch, and on-line printer.

E.iNPUT- OUTPUT

Coordinate pairs are punched in 9-column fields, 4 pairs per card; i.e., x.,

Y1 9 x2, yi, x3, Y3, x4, Y4, etc. The data with a decimal point can be
anywhere in the field. (See write-up for complete Input format)

Output is printed listing with optional punch cards of either the normal Euler
coefficients and/or the amplitude-phase angle coefficients.

F. ADDITIONAL REMARKS

Original code was written by A. F. Zettlomoyer and C. W. Bowman, Manufacturing
Research Space Guidance Center, Oswego, New York.

Reference fur the equation derivatior. is C. R. Wylie, Jr., Advanced Engineer-
ing Mathematics, McGraw-Hill, 1951, rp. 113-130.

Write-up, .listing, source deck, and binary deck available.

EMo FORM A-52.A-
1 AUG00 2NO • (OM 2I88I3I) PREVIOU9 EIYTIONS ARE OI6OLZTi.

• • I Pq ' I " 1] !•ql• • ] ' ; .'' I' I--I "



FOURIER SERIES CURVE FIT FOR UNEQUALLY SPACED POINTS

Specifications .1
Coded by J. F. Smith, March 1, 1965

Entry Main Program

Type FORTRAN-I1

Storage 1841 (GE-225)

Purpose

Given .a series of coordinates representing a function, to compute the
Euler coefficients for a given number of terms of a Fourier Series that
best represent the function.

Use •

1. The function to be fitted must be expressed in a series of coordinate tl
pairs (up to 100). These pairs may or may not be equally spaced.

2. An input value, N, indicating the number of terms to be computed (up .
to 52) and a set of flags controlling output options are entered. v'

3. The output is a listing of the coefficients and the calculated "-'it" "
of the input data. Optional punch card output is also available.

Method 4
Straight lines are calculated between each set of data points in the

slope, c, and intercept, cc, form. Each of these linee.r equations is used
as the f(x) in the interval for the calculntion of the Euler coefficients.

The following integrations are performed for a , the con'3tant term; ai,
the cosine coefficient; and bi, the sine coefficien?.

so =-- f(A) dx (1)
j 0

*1 2p

a f(x) cos (-•• x) dx (2)
i =p

A-2
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"bi =.p f(x) sin (•x) dx (3)

where 2p is the fundamental period (2p *,) f(x) = cx + cc, and

i I, 2, ... , N.

To speed up evaluation when using the coefficients to evaluate a forcing
function in a dynamic simulation, an alternate form of Fourier Series is used.

* a N
21112f(t) 2 + cI sin -- + ) (4)

where t = independent variable
f (t) = dependent variable

a 0 = twice the average value of f(t)
cj = amplitude coefficient for the jth term
C1 = phase angle for the ith term

-= the fundamental period
N = number of terms in the series

To compute ci and (xi for use in this equation, we have

bi()) :1 '
c (at 2 + (5)

ii

ai
CY tan -1 b (6)

Swhere a, and bi are from equations (2) and (3) and 1 1 , 2", .. NoL'

Data preparation

Card 1 71 Holl6rith cbaracters, cola ý-72

Card 2 Cola 3-l( M (rt. adjusted in the field)
11-20 FCN (anywhcre in the field with

71-30 CARD n± decimal point)
33--40 ABLIST
4i-s0 ABCAR.D

Card 3, 3+n Cola )-9 T(l) (anywhere in the field with
20-18 AX(1) k deciml.. po-i~nt)

19-27 T(2)
28,'36 A)(2) Continuo T(i), AI(i) values,
37-4E V-•3) 4 pairs per card for 14 pairs.

55-63 .T(4)
64-72 AI (4)

A-3



p

FORT•A?{ Symbol Definition

V.! mrwx,,- og pairs of coordinates

number of terms in computed series

CARD 1.0 indicates punch ampl. coeff. and angles
, 0.0 indicates no punch

ABLIST 1.0 indicates print ai and bi
0 .0 indicates no print

ABCARD 1.0 indicates punch ai and b
0.0 indicates no punch

"T(i) time (or distance) coordinate, i = 1, M

AI(i) amplitude (or elevation) coordinate, I= 1, M

Output

The 71 Hollerith characters are printed in the heading. The
amplitude coefficients and phase angles are printed and an option allows
ai and bi to be printed.

The tabulation shows the input data, x and f(x), with the
calculated f(x) and error with an absolute percent. The full scale
error is the maximum absolute error divided by the maximum f(x).

Punch card output is optional. Set CARD = 1.0 and the amplitude
coefficients and phase angles are punched out in groups, 4 per card, with
E16.7. The output looks as follows:

Card 1 Cola 1-16 ao bb±0.FFFFFFFEtxx
17-32 c(l)
33-48 c (2)
49-64 c(3)

Card 2+n Cola 1-16 c(4) Continue c(i), 4 per card,
17-32 c(5) for N values.
33-48 c(6)
49-64 c(7)

Card 3 Cola 1-16 T bb±-,'.FFFFFFFE±xx
17-32 .(l)
33-48 ot(2)
49-64 cy(3)

Card 4+n Cola 1-16 CV(4) Continue ct(i)., 4 per card,
17-32 0(5) for N values.
33-48 oY(6)
49-64 oY(7)

SA-4



The optional punch output of aj and bi is the same as above; a_ and
?P are punched and b = 0. Set ADCARD = 1.0 and output is as follows:
In

* Card I Cola 1-16 a0  bb±O.FFFFFFFEtxx

4 17-32 a(1)
33-48 a (2)
49-64 a (3)

SCard 2+n Cola 1-16 a(4) Continue a(i)t 4 per card,
17-32 a(5) for K values.

* 33-48 a(6)
49-64 a(7)

Card 3 Cols 1-16 ' bb±O.FFFFFFFEcxx
17-32 b(1)
33-48 b(2)
4?-64 b(3)

Card 4+n Cola 1-16 b(4) Continue b(i), 4 per card,
17-32 b(5) for N values.
33-48 b(6)
49-64 b(7)

GE-225 User hotes

1. If function being fitted is to be used in a cyclic manner, then thefirst and last pairs of data points should agree in amplitude to avoid a

* discontinuity.

2. The statements to read the coefficients punched by this program into
another FORTRAN-If program knowing N are:

10 FORMAT (4E16.7)

READ 10, AO, (c(I), I = 1; N)

READ 10, T', (ALPHA(I), I = 1, N)

OR

READ 10, AO, (A(I), I = 1, N)

READ 10, 1', (B(Z), I = 1, N)

References

This program was originally written by A. F. Zettlemoyer and C. W. Bowman,
Manufacturing Research Space Guidance Center, Oswego, New York.

The derivation of the alternate form of the Fourier Series may be found in
* C. R. Wylie, Jr., Advanced Engineering Mathematics, McGraw-Hill, 1951, pp.

113-130.
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FOlJkIE'Q ;EPIES CtJ8%'E FITTING M.ARCH 1965 JF SMITH
C
C UP TO 100 UNEUUALLY SPACED COORDINATF PAiRS ALLOWED AS iNPUT
C
C UP3 TO 52 TERMS COMPUTED AS OUTPUT
C*

0. OUTPUT PRINT OF AMPLITUDE COEFFICIENTS AND PHASE ANGLES

OPTIONAL CARD OUJTPUT OF A'PITD COEiICiENTS**AND PHASE ANGLES

C OPTIONAL PRINT OF THE SINE AND COSINE COEFFICIENTS

OPTIONAL CARD OUTPUT OF THE SINE AND COSINE COEFFICIENTS

46 8~Y A.F. ZETTL.EMOV;R A-ND !,,'W, BOWMAN, MANUFACTURING RESEARCH] SPACE GUIDANCE CENTER, OSWFGOs NEW YORK

DI'IEN'SION T(1lO)hAlI (103,A(52I,AA152),CF(5.3)AL(5J2
EQ.JIVAI ENCF lCFf13,UIIALl1J.PTTI

i05 FORMAT(10bl.1... *-**. .

13 1rw VUR14ATIBF9.41
'110 FORMAT('4E16.7I
120. FORMAT[12X1HX16X4HFfXl11X8HCAL F(Xl1.2XSHERROR1ox7HPERCENTl
121 FOR~MAT 1/// 41Y lbH.TARULATION /.
5.22 FORMAllih #1P4Fl8.6,2PFI1.?3
32a3 FORM,.AT flH-,2_9X,.28HF JJRIER SERIES Qj.LkgE.E1TI./A j....
127 FORMAT172h

12b, FO.~mATj11H03
t1iu5 FURMAT;12X4hAC0)1!)X1HTl

~u 7 FO-iMATI/'2A4L C-F.XJHN'L_.PD1ýI.i
:CUh F~ORMA'f(1t0o6X,19HVtJLL. SCALE ERROR = 2PF5.21
:J69 FOReMAT[/8Xl2HAMPL. COEFF.6X1IHANGLE lRAD)1OX4HAINII.5X4HB(NJ12XlHN)
161t, FOHtiATIE20.7*3El6.7bS5X.151

C INPUT COMPUTATION LIMITS AND FLAGS

-36 HEAD 127
READ 105,M,FCN#CA~flABLIST,A8CARD.......... . . .

NMAX=FCN . .*.- ..- .

0 NU OORDINATE . IT.A

R~EAD J lflbT(ILAlI-I,1=1,MI ... . . . ....... . .

PT T =TIM)- T (1

PT=.5*PTT .- .

DO 70l1 1:1,52

7u1 AA(I3:0.
XPI:3.14159265 .-

FN=1 *

C. COMIPUTE .SINE AND ~COSINE COEFFICIENTS--

DO 45 *J=1,,NMAX -. ~ . . ..-

L=2

u~j 1 I= *Nl-A-6



CIlAI lU-Al Ill)/(T'(L)-T( II.
CG=A I II )-C*T Il I I-.. -

IF(FN-i..O) 22,, 22s 23

22 Szl.vI/PT *lC*TtLl*T(L)*O.5+CC*TlL)-C*T( I )*T(1i *051.
V=1.C)/PT *[-CC*T in)
U:IJ+S+V

23 XF:FN*XPI
XHi)=C*P .. Y * F _ _ _ _ . _
Xil I C/XF
C C 9=CC /X'F
XFI:XF*T'lli /PT
XFL=XF*TILI/PT .-

S X e =SIKFI WX FL ) "- __ -___

SXG:SINFCXFU ___ I..

DsN:sXE-sxr,
CXE=COSF(XFLI
CXG:COSF(XFI I
OCN=CXF-.-CXr,
AL JI=XHDWUCN+XHl* iT CL *SXE-T C I*SXG)+CCX*DSN+A U)
AA tJ I XHDwflSN-XH I .T LLi*CXE-T 1. r*qG-Cy lC N + A A.Ij
LzL+l

FN=FN+i.
45~ CONJTINUE __

C;
CPRINT __ _ _ .. __ _ _ _ _ - --- -- - -:

PRINT 127......__. - .-----

PRINT 127
PRINT 1005--.-----...---. - . -

COMNPIJTe AMPLITUDE COEFFICIENTS-AND..HE ANGLES .

DU) 1040 K~1,NMAX - . . ...

COAMP = SORTFI(AK)*A[K) *AACK)*AAjKfl

ALlK+11=ATANFCAlKl/AAlKl)_____--------.--.-
:0s7 IFAA('(]31038,103913
11106 COAMP:-COAMP
aZ3.9 CF (Kil I COAMP

CPRINT 10

P'RINT IOL'2, CCFLK+1),AL(K.1IDKsK:r.DNMAX1
GO TO 1043 __...~.-

lU42 PRINT 10ti9
PHINT IOIU. CCCFK+1)1,ALIjK+1I.,A(K__L,AA(.K _,K.KslNMAX).

1043 C(4T I NLIE
C
C PU.ACH CARD OUTPUT

IF (CANDI 1045#1fl45,1046 .-. -______

.!646 NCAHrJ=NmAX,1 1
PUNCH 107,rCFcK)*K=1,NCARD I

PUN~CH 1j07#CALLK),'ýU1,NCARDI.....-. . . - . . .. .

A-7



!FIARCARM)1047..iQ4..1048

PU14CH 1.07#PTTo(AAl()*K21,,NMAX).
10O47 CO4T I NuE

C COMPUTE AND PRINT 0I ~)ERRO I

X I=. 5*LJ

AMAXr-tj ,0
I ~~00 106n l 121M......

C04MP:CFIK+l] . --.-..- -.-- - - -

Yr:AL IK.1)

I IFII - 2) 805# 806* 806
PRINT 120

d06 DIFF = X AIMI .~ . . .

I IFIATILT1808,807,808
4 Qi7 PCI)IF=O.0 - -.

GO TO'0
808 PC0IF=43Sf'(DI?.F/AiIfl......_ __

do'9-PRINT 122,T(II,AIL!),XDIFF*PCDIF
IF IXD IFF-AASF (flI.FF 1)I30 103i1.*'01o-____

100XDIFF=:ABSF CD FF Ij 10.31 1FfAMAx-AHSF(AI[1J)1O)I.32,10355.in35
!.;32 AMAX=ABSFIAI(II1
1:1ý5 CONTINUE__ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

lobOCONT I NIE -

* PRINT 1000*XDIPF

GU TO 30 - - -- -- -- - - - -- -.- - - - .a

* ~~END__ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ __

A-8



31 I•! 0URlIk..F.lT Tkj• _A_• S.A..MEL.ý. PROBLEM..A ..... .8 J.Ut4..IO_ ... Ji.._S..I.H -......... DATA I.

71 25.- Is 1. It DATA 2
7 2pA -P.0 .01 2.0 .02 -2.0 .03 .2.0 .DATA 3

-2.0 .05 -2.0 .06 -2.0 . 07 -2.0 DATA 4
-2.0 -.. 09 -2.0 10 - ...... 11 2.. 0 ..DATA 5

2.20 .13 -2.0 .14 -2.0 .15 -2.0 DATA 6
.16 --2. ._. -2.0 . 1.8 2. . ,____ .__

--2. .21 4.0 .22 -1.9 .23 .- 1.35 DATA e
[:24 .02 .25 75 .26 _..I...o.13 o_ .27 1.9 ..D 9.
".28 2.43 .29 3.0 030 3.11 .31 3.15 DATA 10

.... 3.03. -33 2.90 ,34 ..... 2. .35 2,78 -DATA. 11I• *2.78 ,37 2.78 ",38 "2i.78 -39 2.78 DATA 12
.40 ". 7 .24 2, 2...76. ........ 3_.._._o432__ ,_ ___A.Tk..13_

.,44 66 o45 2,60 .46 2.50 .47 2.40 DATA 14
4e . 1.2-- .- o2. o50 ....- 2.0 ..,51 ......- 2,08.. DATA 15
.52 -2.09 .53 -2,05 s54 -2.0 .55 -1.92 DATA 16
.56 -1.9. o..57 __-1.192 -.58...... -1.95....5_o 59. -2.0 .._DATA. 17.
'61 -2.0 .61 -2,0 s62 -2.0 s63 -2.0 DATA 18

S -2.0 o69 -2.0 470 -2.0 DATA 20

A-9



-. FOURIER" SERIES CURVE FITTItiG'-'

fRIEN FIT TFSY DATA?-SAMPLE PRoBLEm A 8 JOiNEj96W SMTN -

410) T __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _SU,. 764 2 85 5 E + 00 -0.0 ab 0~~ 605aC -

AM'PL.- COEFF.--"' ANGLE IR~AN **I -'' AtN!i--'- - BiN) l
I-0.26%'1392E+01 0.1433546E4.01 -0.2614571E4.01 -O.03611200E+00 __

U.2?b69Z~.02 - O.30154E01 0.1220859E+01 0,3372815E+00
b.1619213E-01_ 0.5816975E+00 0.8R96656E-02 0*13529 03E-Oi____

i-i.833E0 0.7742+00.48155856+00(F-0.32386412+00 4
0.422.3713E+00 0.72789402.+00 0.28100312E-00 0.31.53328F-+00 5

-0.7426134F-01 -0.1077931E+01 0.6542281E-01 --- 0.35136902-01. 6*

-(1.2387062F+00 0.6039692E+00 -0.1355646E+00 -0*1964762E+007
0.1519472F+00 -0.1262937E2.00 -0.19139012-01 -- 0.1507371E+00'.--- 8
0j.1171)537F+00 __ 0.1244368E+01 0.1114409E+00 0,3772702E-01 9 _

0.39521(18E-01 -0.1063192E+01 -0.3453792E-01 0.1l9210602-01 11
U.93607752-O1 '0.6097020E+00- 0'.5,3601976-01. 0.76741386-01 '- ..12

00.7664159F-01_ -0.1503095E-01 -0,7168264E-01 1
-0.19980C52F-01 0 '-O.10O97311E2.01 -;-0.1778235E-01 -- 04.9110935E-;02- ' 14 ..

0.6323731E-01 0.1551091E+00 0.97694006-02 0.6247812E-01 15__
-o.58452E;Oi -oT2-4if725EWd0(--0857o564E-6:2-o2 -3486042E'-01. 16

1-6. 21 2649 0E-01  0.1139477E+00 -0.2417847E-02 -0.21.127002-01 17
u .3771659E-0 --Ol-o323o8706.oOU-- 0.i98li9E-017 *O.3578409E-01 *-'-18

-0.1211020JE-01 -0,6723846E+00 0.7475507E202 -0@93896556-02 ___

CK.161t5957F-01 --- 0.5602277Eýo0-"--0.8747006r-c62 -- 0.1.394463E-01. -- -20
6.6i57-1 -0.8321966E+00 -0.1191604E-01 0,1084986E-01 21

LU.35945b*3E-*02 ---o.77219452 Wail -b. 250796iF--ý0'2 0-25750d38202 622-
l0.126n595E..O1 -0.1173255E+01 0:1162288E-01 -0.4880430E-02 23 -

0 (.1167912E-02 -O0q9604572E.?O0 ---0.95705O0E-0ý 0'.66938356-03 - -24

i-6.1239/99E-01 _ 0#1427233E+01 -0.1226055E-01. 00OO0O00OF+00 25

__TABULATION - -

x FIX) __ CAL FIX) ERROR PERCENT
0 .Ofl noOE-O1 -- 2.'600000E+00O -2. 007796E.00 -7795557E-03 - -0 .39
1.AOOOnOOE-02 -2.000000E+00 -1.996401E+00. 3.5993012-03 0.18
2 .0 0 0 OE-02 -- 2-.d00000E;407 i-i947043E.00O 2,957394E-03 . 0'.15
3.0U6fl00E-02 -2.000000E+00 :_ 2:007522E+00 - -7.522304E-03 _ 0.38
4.oovnoE-o2 -2.000000E+00- '-.992942E.00 - 7.058417E-03 -

5.OffloOOE-02 -2.000000E+00 -2.001826E.00 -1.825713E-03 ____0.09
6tifn o0o r. 2- 0 2 -2.000000E+O00 2.0570 -. 756957E-03 02

/.Q0OOnijE-02 -2.000000E*00 -1.991695E+00 __ 8,304773E-03 0.42 _

9z.0'f00 20 -2.000000E00 .. 2.nOO634E+00 67232-303
ua.oO~gE-02 . 200060 .. 004.0__-8,354709E-05 __ 0.00

1.)1~l0~1 n2o000006.I -1.993188E+00 *-* 6.8124106-03 0 .34
i.41ooe0OE-01 -2.000000E+00 __-2.009312E+00 -9,311646E-03 __ 0.47
I1.2^0'100F-01 '----2';00000E+00 -1.994437E.00- 5.563444E-03 0.2 8
1.3t'ub00Vl:-Q -2.0000006.00 -1.997574E+00 2.425859E-03 0.12
;.40-'00E-01 -2-.-0O000E'00 -- 2. 009632E+6.00 -9632003048-
,.5;,3n.00E-01 -2.0O0O00E+00__ -1.988967E2+00 1:103261E:02 ___ 0.55
ie0 0 n0 0E -01 -2 0 00 0 00 E+00 -2 .0n4 853E 0o0 -4 ,85 3 37 9 E- 0 .2 4
1.700(tflE-01 -2.000000E+00 __-2.0o5932E+oo -5,932171E-03 0.30
1 a0 an 0 0 E 0 2-0 0 0 00 0 k40 -1.98511'5E+00 1.488546E-*02 -- 0--C.74

:..90('fl006-01 o2.000000E.00 A-10 -2.015529E+00 -1.552910E-02 0.78



"4.uuuufl't'uu -I4.8/I.5abE-O3 0,24
2.¼tt;jfoL0(-O1 ..2.OOOOOUE+00 -1.9793.38E+00 24066209E-02 1.03

~.'Ul~-1 -1.900000E+00 -1.8973632.00 - -2.637347E-03- - -0.14
ý.30.I'900E-01 -1.350fl00E.00 -1.224547E+00 l__ 1~254531E-01 -- 9.29
2.4PfncflPE-01 2.000000E-02 -8.890968E-02 --- 1.-.089097E-01 544.155
2.500000E-01 7.5000002-01 7.649gliE-01 _ 1.4981102-02 2.00
L.600.IOOE-01 1.-i*300000E00'-- 1.3016882.00 -- 1.6883892-03 0--O.13
2.700*0D00-01 i.900000E+00 1.875147E+.00 _ -29485264E-02 1.31
2.61O(flOOE-01 2.430000E+00 2.4673912.00 "3*739059E-02 1.o54
MW0OflUE-01....3.000000E+00 2.924317E+00 -7*5683096-02 2.52
3.00000DE-01 3*110000E*0Oý 3.132100E.06 2.2100392-02 0.71
;3.1flQO002-01 _ 3.15O0000E+0 3.:121620E.00 -2.837976E-02 0.90
*3.2000002-01 3.S;030000E2ýbO0'-3.033195E,0d- '3.194928E-03 0.11
3.3nWO(~E-01 ___2.900000E+00 2.905005E.00 _ 54005337E-03 0.17
3.4000(.OE-01 2.800000E+00....2.8029906.00 -- 2.9896912-0.3 0.11
3.A5D000E-01 ___2.780000E+00 2.784385E+00 4s384723E-03 __0.16 r
.3.6000002-01 2. 78O0 000.000 2.7794482.00" --,5.520657E-04 '0. 02
3.700M0E-01 __2.780000E+00 2.777886E+00 -29114005E-03 0.08 _

3.0tc~O2012784196E2.00 4,195947E-03 0.15
3.9O)flODE-01 2.780000E+00----2.773812.E00 356850716E-03 0.214
4.9a00'OOE-01 2.770000E+00 2.77381E+200 3.850516E-03 0.214

*4.1000002-01 2.760000E+00 2.758091E+i00 -1*909409E-03 0.07
*4.200nODE0-01 2*730000E+00--* 2.725149E+00- -4,850894E-03 0.18

4.3O6rjOO00201 ____2..700000E'00 2.7075032.00 - 79.5028502-03 0.28
4.4(juflGE-01 2 66606000E00 - 2.652456E*00 -7.o044449E- 03'- ' 0 .26
4.5nillOO0E-01 __2.600000E+00 2.5R826324.00 -1,173666E-02 0,45
4..6000002-01' 2.5000002'00- 2.537562E.00 3o756167E-02* 1.50
i1 .700000-01 ___2.430000E+00 2.2381462.00 -1&618540E-01 -6,74-

14.8fl(inOOE-01 1.200000E+00 1.274798E+00 7.4791322E-02 6.23
i'4.9WDO0E-01 -2.000000E-01 -3. 4460572-01 -1.446057E-01 72.30 _

*5.0000602-01l -2.000.0 -17434402E0 2.565604E-01 -12.83
5.l1oflODh-01 __-2.080000E+00 :2.152685E++00 -7.2684802-02 - 3,49
5.2a00fl00E-U1 -- 2.0900002.00 -- '2.049929E,00 4.0070912-02 1.92
15.3O0f0A0E.01 -2.050000E+00 -2.054098E.00 -4.0978312-03 0.20

!~.U!00b1 -. 000002i0 2.0107792.00 -ý1.077857E-02 0.54
15.51W0)fOE-01___ -1.920000E+00 -1.9r17R402.00___ 1.216040E-02 0.63 _

15 . b 0 (1n 0 1E10 1 -1*.900h OO40*0 E66* -1-. 91i 3 72.32E+'00 -1.3723242-02 -0*.72
15.700nlCnE-01__ -1.9200002+00 -1.921479E+00 -1.4791172-03 0.08
ý,.630.'J00i-01 -'--1.95G0002+00- ý-1.9436762.00 6.324343E-03 0.32-
15.9.%i'AOOE-01 -----2.0000002E+00 -2.003613E+00 -3.6'2798E-03 0.18 -

'6.ont)fl00E-01 -2.0000002O+00 -1.9982452.00 1,754805E-03 0.09
6 .1flojP0(E-01 -2.0000002+00 -1.994207E+00 5.7934372-03 0.29 _

'b.2n'oDOOE 01 -2.000000E+00 -2.On9777E.00 -9.7771882-03 0.49
6.300nODE-01 -2.00002..OOOE00- .-1.9924772.00 7-523259E-03 ------_ 0.38
0.4rA1fl00E-01 -2.000000E+00 -2.0007192,00 -7.1898102-04 0.04
6.50MOflE-01 -2.0000002OO+00 -2.0n6108E,00,--6.107893E-03 0__ 0.31
b.60.'mO0PE-01 -2.0000002+00 -1.991373E+00 8.627173E-03 0.43
o.7lonOn~fE.01 -2.0000002.00 -2.005434E+00 -5o433645E-03 0.27
o.8oiunOOE 01 -2.0000002+00 -2.001178E+00 -1.1778212-03 0-.06
o.9OdflOOE-01. -- -2..0000002+00 -1.993198E.00 --- 6.8020712-03 _ 0G.34
7.OnOnGGEo-01 -2.00060002.00- -'2.007796E+00 -7.795572E-03 0.39

IýULL RCALF ERROR -x 8.1



-3.7b42855F+DU' '0". 2'39392E.01 0.1266593F2Oi.-. 0.16192132-01
o0.5803331F+00 0.4223713E+i00 -0.74261314p0-o -.2387062E+00
u.1314472F.0O 0.1176537E+00 -0.1194020F+0o0 0.3952108E-01.
0.9J6J77tiE-O1 -0.732?4159E-01 -0.1998052E-01 .0.6323731E-01.

-j.3589852E:(jl -0.2126490E-01 O.37736592.fl1 -0,1200203E-01
-%6 .10 1,0 95 F-2 D I U.1611557E-01.. 0.3594506F.-02 ..- O.126o559-O E-O .

0.117912-02-0.1238799E-01.
u .7O'j)OOE0+00._ 0. 1433546E+.01_. U. l3t254Etfl4 .,-.O ..5816975E+00
ui.97b7'.32E.OU 0.7278940E.00 -0.1077931E+01 0-.6039692E+00

-:d'.12b.-937E,00 0.1244,168E+01,. 0.458411~8E+00 -0.1063192E+01.-
U .6G97020F.00 0.2066928E+00 0.1097312.E~ol 0.1551091E+00
-L.24101725F.00 .0.1139477E+00.. -0.3230870E+00 .-096723846E+00
0.ýbO,)277E4.00 -0.8321966E+00 -0.7721945E+00 -0,1173255E+01

:0.9604572F2*00, --0 ."V233E285n6;

-U.43li5565Ei0U 0.2810031E+00 .0.6542281E-01 -0.1355646E'00.
6.930F0 0.1114409E+00 -0.52838050r"-0 -093453792E-01

U.530197-01 O.,15U3095E-a1- -0 .1779235E-!01...--0 .9769400E-02
0.8570564E-02 -0.2417847E-02 -0.1198119E-01 0,7475507E-02
0 .6770F0_.-OIý64-ý -0__7PE:Q.. v128E9

-0.705002-0.3 -0.12U6055E-01
0.7000000E+0i0... -0.36112002+0o.... U.3372815E+00 . ..O.1352903E-01.-.-..

-0.323i3641F.e00 0O.31533282.00 -0.3513690E-01 -0.19647622+00
U~lti0771E+00,-0.377202E-01. -. 10f70l744E00....nfl16EOl.----

u.7674138E-02. -0.7168264E-01 C0.9i10935E-02 0.6247812E-01
-U.3486042Eý-01 -0:..2.11R.?2.0..E.nD.1-.0...35784O92,,0L..-..0-.9389655E-02.... .. -

-fi.1394463F-01 0.1084986E-01 0.25750382E-02 -0.4880430E-02

0.6693835E-0030.0000..OO.00..0f-....... ___ _---

.1 - .... A-12 - _ _ _



TEST SITE 15/2 REVERSED WITH EXTENDED FLAT. 19 MARCH 1965
21 _ 20.0 .. ... .---.. DATA 1

u.0 0.0 9,0 9G0 42.0 10.0 50.0 2.0 DATA 2
6/. i 3.0 75.0 7.0 102.0 __7.0 .111.0 _3. .n0 .. DATA 3
. 3.0 161.0 9.0 184.0 9.0 192.0 4.0 DATA 4i!9.P. .3.0 .231.0,.... , 249.0 9.. .9 0 .... P. 8 0.... 3°0 _ DATA 5

27o-'0 5.0 286.0 14.0 295.0 15.0 311.0 0.0 DATA

Ol *U ...0.._0.0___.A.A_ 7L.

A-13
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FQR~LS rIES CU!RVE tTT ING

:--ST SITE 15/2 REVERSED WITH' EXTENDED FLAT. 19 MARCH 1965

.64S560UF.+01 0.6000000E*03____________________

IM L COFFF. ANGLE (RADI _________________N

5h269~3F.+01 -0.1385969E#00"-. ~
.109725!:E+01 -0.1447923E+o1
: 16'74Y~4F+U1.fl0.12 2 49 7E.;006
.79435b4F.UD 0:1146640E+01 4______ ____

..1308509F+Ul -O.5424566E+O00
-.,.62?)7Q84EiUO -0.1145065,E+fl ______________

l.uo9733F+Ul 0.8843362E-01'- -7

..10.7i.16F*U1 0.2741805E+00___________________________

.176538oF + U I -i i;F454 16E0 1

.6235158E+U0 -0.6464449E~fl0 _______________

.3 28.776E4Ui. 0.7717952E+00 -1
-.. ??6767E*UU G.1377178E4PO ___________________-

..4114CI04E*LIO -0.4727633E~nfl --- 14

.5-37620.3F+00 0..4 2,9 983 9E w,0 14
.,.59b3749E~jo - .1830770E-01 1-
.'.239AW67+Uo 0.4026 079E+00 _______________ £

11.28S41937E+00 0.2416877E+00'- 7 -
A .12ýPA216F+00 0.9278563E+oo___________ _____ I

.. 4714(155E+00 -0. 3 52 317 6E+'00_________-_____
,..lb966bE+00 -0-1318209E+01 20

____TABULAT1 ION _____

_____ FIX) ___ CAL FIX) ___ ERROR PERCENT
0 1 EZ oa7fo76o -doOo 0 2 (18 2 6 7 C;T 279f8 821677ETO0 U. .D17

'.i'U(i)OOE+00 9.000000E+00 7.058781E+00 -1-941219E+00 ____21.57
-. 2u- POOE+'J1 -1.DqO00OE+01---- 6.059O29Ei00---1.940971E.00 j19.41 -

'.Jfl:!n00E.01 2.000'uvi-+0On 4.154965E+00 2-.194965E+00 109.75
'.(:f0E+1 3.OOOOOOE+00 -3. 568864E-+U0- 5 688640E-01 - 8.9--

.,O~l 7.oo0O0OE+00 ___6.403217E+0J0 -5.967827E-01 8.54
-. U21ifOOE,02-.7ý000OOOOE+bO . 6.-197643E2T (YB---U.-2357ý4E I llT.4F

,-.l1ijfl00E+02 _3.OO0O0OE+00 4.091230E+')o 1.091230E+00 36.37
i -.550'.0uE.o2" 3.0000001E+00- '4.365994E+00 ---- 1,365994E+00 -45 -53
I ..61 rlOOE+02 9.O0OOO0E+00 7.125314E+00 -1.874686E+00 20.8j
:.84',O00E+02 '9-000000E+00 - 7.2727852..00 -- 1.727215E.00 -19.19- -
:.92-'n0bE+02 4.O000000ý+00___ 5.291227E+00 ___1212E0 22

1*.90 n00E+02--3J.OC60O 001'40 6 - 3-849692ETLTr *'- 8'.49692,3E-W01 -- 8T.32-
K.31--CGE...2 8.OOOOOOE+00 __ 7:436570E+00 -5.634298E-01 7.04

;4-40POO+2 9 .OOOOOE00E~o- 7 .787()56E.CJ0 -- 1-.212944E.D0 - 71 3.48'--
"li.5-ch-16CE.02 3-000000E+00 4.765935E+00 ___1.765935E+00 ___58.80

1.6':; OCE+02 5. 000000E+00 6.25,3651E+00' 1.253651E;4(f 25.-07'--
:,c-o(5n00EU2 1.4O0000E~ol 1.345447E+01 -5.455294E-01 3.9U

+.9---j- ~f5O0000i~01 +0i.-368741E+U1 .3 12 5 9 o Tir r 3
-~11 (LUE+02 3000OOOE-01 1.365068E+00 1.365068E.00 0.00

* '000.i2  .O000000E-01-- 2.1 88267E;;00 -"-'2.i88267E.000-- .00-"'

!*,JLL. SCALE ERROR 3-14963 A-14


